5 Senses

~ We use our eyes to see.
~ We use our ears to hear.
~ We use our nose to smell.
~ We use mouth to taste.
~ We use our hands to touch.

This week we learned about our five senses. In the art area, we created "texture collages and sculptures" and played with play-doh, using our sense of touch. We painted with scented water color. We played with a variety of musical instruments using our sense of hearing. The beautiful fall leaves have been amazing to look at this week!
Miss Becky taught the Teddy Bears all about turkeys. Did you know boy turkeys are called toms and girl turkeys are called hens. Turkey feet are like a rake used to dig for food. The children used a real turkey foot to dig through leaves to look for pretend bugs. The children also touched real turkey feathers. Wild turkeys are smarter than domestic turkeys since they have to take care of themselves in the wild.

Enjoy more Teddy Bear pictures at: https://nurseryschool.wustl.edu/teddy-bear-photos-and-videos-school-year-2021-2022/

Love, Chona & Katie